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Hello Scientist,

Welcome to the Matter unit. This notebook is your place to 

record discoveries about the materials in the world around 

you. Like all scientists, you will wonder, think, try, observe, 

record, and discover. As you do so, it is important to keep 

a record of your work. Your questions, investigations, 

answers, and reflections can then be shared and returned 

to at any time.

We know much about science, but there is much more to be 

learned. Your contributions start here.

Enjoy, take pride in, and share your discoveries—science 

depends on scientists like you!

Hello Scientist
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Matter

What is the class definition of matter?

What is the formal scientific definition of matter?

Matter (Lesson 1)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials in Balloons

Investigative Question: What are the properties of solids, liquids, and gases?

Materials:
• 6 balloons containing different materials
• 6 bowls
• 6 small pieces of masking tape and a marker
• Scissors
• Safety goggles

Procedure:
1. Take turns holding each balloon and feeling the material inside. Notice that each balloon is 

labeled with a letter.

2. Turn to the Observations pages, and find the table with the balloon’s labeled letter. On the 
table for that material, circle whether you think it is a solid, liquid, or gas.

3. Write several descriptive words or phrases for that material.

4. Write A, B, C, D, E, and F on masking tape. Label the bowls with the tape.

5. After everyone has handled the balloons, put on the safety goggles, open the balloons, and 
pour the contents into the labeled bowls.

6. Explore each material more closely. Identify the sample if you can, and add details about the 
material to your description.

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials in Balloons

Observations:

Material A

Material A is a (circle one):    solid    liquid    gas

Describe it:

Identify it:

Material B

Material B is a (circle one):    solid    liquid    gas

Describe it:

Identify it:

Material C

Material C is a (circle one):    solid    liquid    gas

Describe it:

Identify it:

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials in Balloons

Observations:

Material D

Material D is a (circle one):    solid    liquid    gas

Describe it:

Identify it:

Material E

Material E is a (circle one):    solid    liquid    gas

Describe it:

Identify it:

Material F

Material F is a (circle one):    solid    liquid    gas

Describe it:

Identify it:

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Properties of Solids, Liquids, and Gases

Write in some properties of solids, liquids, and gases below:

Solids Liquids Gases

Properties of Solids, Liquids, and Gases (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials Using a Syringe

Investigative Question: What are the properties of solids, liquids, and gases?

Materials:
• 2 syringes
• Bowl containing flour
• Bowl containing water
• Bowl containing air
• Safety goggles

Procedure:
1.  Fill a syringe with flour, water, or air. Use one syringe for 

water and one syringe for air and flour.

2.  Find out what happens when you squeeze the material. 
Put one finger over the opening at the end of the syringe 
to seal it, and keep it there while pushing down on the 
plunger.

3.  Describe what happens to the material on the table on 
the next page.

4.  Now leave the small hole open, and try to squirt  
materials out of the syringe.

5. Describe or draw your observations about what 
happens to the material on the next page.

6. Empty the syringe and repeat steps 1–5 with the 
remaining materials.

sealed syringe

open syringe

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials Using a Syringe

Observations:

Flour

Sealed syringe Open syringe

Water

Sealed syringe Open syringe

Air

Sealed syringe Open syringe

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials Using a Magnifying Lens

Investigative Question: What are the properties of solids, liquids, and gases?

Materials:
• Magnifying lens
• Bowl containing rice
• Bowl containing flour
• Bowl containing water

Procedure:
1. Use a magnifier to look closely at the rice, flour, and water.

2. If you can see individual pieces, describe or draw them below.

Observations:

Rice Flour Water

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials Using Cups

Investigative Question: What are the properties of solids, liquids, and gases?

Materials:
• 2 cups
• Bowl containing rice
• Bowl containing water

Procedure:
1. Pour a similar amount of rice and water into separate cups.

2. Draw the materials inside their containers while they rest on the table.

3. Then tip the containers on one edge, and draw the materials inside.

Observations:

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials Using a Spoon

Investigative Question: What are the properties of solids, liquids, and gases?

Materials:
• 4 spoons
• Bowl containing rice
• Bowl containing flour
• Bowl containing water
• Bowl containing dish soap

Procedure:
1. Put a spoon in each bowl of material.

2. Use the spoon to stir and to pile up each material. Describe or draw what happens to the 
materials in the table below.

Observations:

Rice

When stirred When piled up

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Discovering the Properties of Matter

Investigating Materials Using a Spoon

Observations:

Flour

When stirred When piled up

Water

When stirred When piled up

Dish Soap

When stirred When piled up

Discovering the Properties of Matter (Lesson 2)
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Weighing Solids

Modeling Clay

Investigative Question: Does changing the shape of a solid change its weight?

Materials:
• Modeling clay
• Plastic knife
• Scale

Procedure:
1. Cut the modeling clay into pieces. Each member of the group should have one that is the 

same size as the others’.

2. Weigh your piece of clay. Record the measurement in the table below. Make sure you use 
and write in the unit of measure (g for grams).

3. Form your piece of clay into a ball. Predict what its weight will be in its new, ball shape.  
Write your prediction in the table. Now weigh the ball. Record your measurement. Don’t 
change your prediction!

4. Flatten the ball into a pancake shape. Predict what its weight will be in its new, pancake 
shape. Write your prediction in the table. Now weigh the pancake. Record your 
measurement.

5. Roll the pancake into a log shape. Predict what its weight will be in its new, log shape. Write 
your prediction in the table. Now weigh the log. Record your measurement.

6. Form the log back into a ball shape. Predict its weight, and then weigh it.

Weighing Solids (Lesson 3)
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Weighing Solids

Modeling Clay

Predictions: Observations:

Predicted weight Measured weight

Your piece of  
modeling clay

Ball shape

Pancake shape

Log shape

Ball shape

Weighing Solids (Lesson 3)
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Weighing Solids

Connectable or Stackable Things

Investigative Question: Does changing the shape of a solid change its weight?

Materials:
• Loose collection of connectable or stackable solids (cubes, blocks, or coins)
• Paper plate (in case you need it for holding your solids on the scale)
• Scale

Procedure:
1. Weigh your loose collection of solids. (If you use a paper plate, remember to zero the scale 

with the plate before you put on the solids.) Record the measurement in the table. Make 
sure you use and write in the unit of measure (g for grams).

2. Connect or stack your collection into a first shape. Then:

• Draw the shape.
• Predict the weight of the shape.
• Weigh the shape, and record the measurement. Don’t change your prediction!

3. Pull apart the first shape you made, and connect or stack them into a second shape. Then:

• Draw the second shape.
• Predict the weight of the new shape.
• Weigh the new shape, and record the measurement.

4. Pull apart the second shape you made. Then:

• Predict the weight of the loose collection.
• Weigh the loose collection again.

Weighing Solids (Lesson 3)
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Weighing Solids

Connectable or Stackable Things

Predictions: Observations:

Predicted weight Measured weight

Loose collection

Drawing of 1st shape:

Drawing of 2nd shape:

Loose collection

Weighing Solids (Lesson 3)
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Weighing Water

Investigative Question: Does putting water in containers of different shapes change the weight 
of the water?

Materials:
• Beaker
• Funnel
• Graduated cylinder
• School milk carton or calibrated cup holding water
• Scale

Procedure:
1. Place the empty beaker on the scale, and then set the scale to zero.

2. Pour 100 ml of water from the carton or cup into the beaker. Use a funnel if you need to. 
Draw what the water looks like in the beaker.

3. Weigh the beaker full of water, and record the weight. Remember to write in the unit of 
measure (g for grams).

4. Set the scale to zero for the weight of the empty graduated cylinder.

5. Pour the water from the beaker into the graduated cylinder. Again, use a funnel if you need 
to. Draw what the water looks like in the graduated cylinder.

6. Predict how much the water will weigh in the graduated cylinder.

7. Weigh the graduated cylinder full of water, and record the weight. Don’t change your 
prediction!

8. Empty the school milk carton or plastic cup of any extra water still in it. (Pour it into a sink 
or another container that your teacher specifies.) Set the scale to zero for the weight of the 
empty carton or cup.

9. Pour the water from the graduated cylinder back into the school milk carton or calibrated 
cup. Draw what the water looks like in the carton or cup. Predict how much the water will 
weigh.

10. Weigh the carton or cup full of water, and record the weight.

Weighing Water (Lesson 3)
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Weighing Water

Predictions: Observations:

Predicted weight Measured weight

Drawing of 100 ml water in 
the beaker:

Drawing of 100 ml water in 
the graduated cylinder:

Drawing of 100 ml water in 
the carton or cup:

Weighing Water (Lesson 3)
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Weighing Solids

Conclusion:
How does the shape of a solid affect its weight?

Weighing Solids (Lesson 3)
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Weighing Water

Conclusion:
How does the shape of a container affect the weight of the water inside?

Weighing Water (Lesson 3)
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Measuring Volume by Displacement

Investigative Question: Does changing the shape of a solid change its volume?

Materials:
• Small lump of modeling clay
• Beaker
• Graduated cylinder full of water
• Paper towels

Procedure:
1. Pour water from the graduated cylinder into the beaker up to the 60 ml mark.

2. Put the lump of clay into the beaker of water.

3. Read the new water volume on the beaker. Record the new water volume in ml on the data 
table.

4. Subtract the beginning water volume (60 ml) from the new water volume to get the volume 
of water displaced. (That number is the same as the volume of the clay.)

5. Carefully take the clay out of the water, and change its shape. Do you think the clay’s 
volume will change?

6. Put the new shape of clay into the beaker of water. Make sure there is still 60 ml of water in 
the beaker. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the new shape of clay.

7. Carefully take the new shape of clay out of the water. Pull the clay into several pieces. Do 
you think the clay’s volume will change?

8. Put all of the pieces into the beaker of water. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the pieces of clay. Use 
the paper towels to wipe up spills.

Measuring Volume by Displacement (Lesson 4)
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Measuring Volume by Displacement

Data:

Lump of clay New shape  
of clay

Pieces of 
clay

Volume of water and clay (ml) a

Volume of water alone (ml) b 60 ml 60 ml 60 ml

Volume of water displaced 
by clay (ml)

a – b = c

Volume of clay (ml) = c

Conclusion:
How does changing the shape of a solid affect its volume? 

Measuring Volume by Displacement (Lesson 4)
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Investigating Air

Directions for Designing Your Investigation

Your teacher has given you an Investigative Question to answer: “How can we show that air 
takes up space?”

To conduct your investigation, complete the following steps:

1. Write the number of the station where you are working:  

2. Look over the supplies at your station. Think about how they might work with air.

3. Think about and try different ways to show that air takes up space. When you are ready, 
pick the way you think is best.

4. Describe this investigation on the next two pages.

5. As you work, take notes about what worked and what didn’t work on page 27. Your notes 
may give you ideas about how to make your procedure better. Or, they may raise new 
questions for future investigations.

Investigating Air (Lesson 5)
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Our Investigation of Air

Investigative Question: How can we show that air takes up space?

Materials:

Procedure:
Write down the steps you followed. Try to be clear, so that someone else can read what you 
wrote and follow your steps. You may want to include a drawing to help explain what you did.

Our Investigation of Air (Lesson 5)
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Our Investigation of Air

Observations:
Where was the air in your investigation? Describe what you saw, or draw a picture.

Conclusion:
Record what you discovered. One way to begin might be to say “I know that air takes up space 
because…”

Our Investigation of Air (Lesson 5)
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Our Investigation of Air

Notes:
Keep track of procedures you tried that didn’t work, or that may have raised new questions.

Our Investigation of Air (Lesson 5)
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Air and Water in Syringes

Investigative Question: What happens when you expand and compress air and water inside a 
syringe?

Materials:
• Syringe
• Cup of water
• Air

Procedure and Observations:
1. Start with an empty syringe. Push in the plunger in as far as it will go.

2. Pull about 3 ml of water into the syringe. Can you see any air bubbles? __________

3.  Place your finger firmly over the tip of the syringe of air to plug the hole. Hold it there so no 
air can get in and no water or air can escape.

4.  With your finger on the tip of the syringe, pull on the plunger of the syringe, then release the 
plunger.

What happens to the air bubbles?

What else do you observe?

Air and Water in Syringes (Lesson 5)

expand   To become larger, or take up a 
larger space.

compress   To press on something until it 
takes up less space.
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Air and Water in Syringes

Procedure and Observations (continued):
5. Pull about 1 ml of air into the syringe, so the syringe contains about 1 ml of air and  

3 ml of water.

6. Place your finger firmly over the tip of the syringe to plug the hole. Hold it there  
so no air can get in and no water or air can escape.

7. With your finger on the tip of the syringe, push in the plunger of the syringe, and then 
release the plunger.

Does the volume (size) of the air change when you squeeze it?  

Does the volume (size) of the water change when you squeeze it?   

What do you observe?

Conclusion:
Record what you have discovered about air and water.

Air and Water in Syringes (Lesson 5)
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Investigating Density

Ranking Objects by Density

Your teacher has given you some objects. Hold them in your hands and compare them to each 
other. Then write them down in order from largest density to smallest density. If two objects 
have the same density, write them down together.

Largest Density — Heaviest for its size

Smallest Density — Lightest for its size

Investigating Density (Lesson 6)
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Investigating Density

Ranking Objects by Density

Notes:
How did you decide where to rank items? What problems did you run into? What have you  
discovered?

Investigating Density (Lesson 6)
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Investigating Density

Ranking Liquids by Density

Record the weight and volume of each liquid. Use grams (g) as your unit to measure weight, and 
cubic centimeters (cc) as your unit to measure volume. Make sure to write the units of measure.

Water  Weight: 

 Volume: 

Oil Weight: 

 Volume: 

 Weight: 

(other liquid)

 Volume: 

Rank the liquids from largest density to smallest density.

Largest Density — Heaviest for its volume

1.

2.

3.

Smallest Density — Lightest for its volume

Investigating Density (Lesson 6)
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My Thoughts about Density

Draw pictures of two objects with different densities. Write about how you know which object 
has a larger density.

Investigating Density (Lesson 6)
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Solids and Liquids

Liquid at Room Temperature

Investigative Question: What causes solids and liquids to change from one state to the other?

Materials:
• 50 ml of water
• Scale

Procedure:
1. Listen to your teacher’s descriptions of the water. Record the observations in the first row of 

the table.

2. Describe what your class has decided to do to try making the water change states:

3. Predict how you think the water will change. Do you think it will get warmer or colder, or 
change weight? Record your predictions in the second row of the table.

4. Once the water has changed states, describe it in the third row of the table.

Solids and Liquids (Lesson 7)
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Solids and Liquids

Liquid at Room Temperature

Data:

Water State of Matter Temperature of 
Material 

(compared to room 
temperature)

Weight of  
Material

Observe the  
material as soon  
as you get it.

Predict how you 
think the material 
will change.

Observe the  
material in its  
new state.

Solids and Liquids (Lesson 7)
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Solids and Liquids

Solids when Frozen

Investigative Question: What causes solids and liquids to change from one state to the other?

Materials:
• Ice in a bag
• Frozen “mystery material” in a bag
• Scale

Procedure:
1. Observe one material at a time, as soon as you get it. Keep the other frozen until you are 

finished with the first.

2. Record the material’s state of matter, its temperature, and its weight in the data table. 
Remember to note the unit of measure for weight (g).

3. Think about how to make the material change states from solid to liquid. Describe what you 
will do:

Ice:

Mystery material:

4. Write a prediction in the table about how you think the material will change. Do you think it 
will get warmer or cooler, or change weight?

5. Observe the material after you tried making it change states. Record its state of matter, its 
temperature, and its weight in the table.

6. Repeat steps 2–5 for the second material.

Solids and Liquids (Lesson 7)
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Solids and Liquids

Solids when Frozen

Data:

Ice State of Matter Temperature of 
Material 

(compared to room 
temperature)

Weight of  
Material

Observe the  
material as soon  
as you get it.

Predict how you 
think the material 
will change.

Observe the  
material in its  
new state.

“Mystery Material” State of Matter Temperature of 
Material 

(compared to room 
temperature)

Weight of  
Material

Observe the  
material as soon  
as you get it.

Predict how you 
think the material 
will change.

Observe the  
material in its  
new state.

Solids and Liquids (Lesson 7)
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Solids and Liquids

Solids at Room Temperature

Investigative Question: What causes solids and liquids to change from one state to the other?

Materials:
• Glycerin soap cube
• Paraffin wax cube
• Scale
• Cup warmer

Procedure:
1. Record the glycerin soap cube’s state of matter, its temperature, and its weight in the table. 

Remember to note the unit of measure for weight (g).

2. Begin heating the material to try making it change states. Write your predictions in the 
tables about how you think the material will change. What state of matter do you think it 
will become? Do you think it will change weight?

3. Observe the material after you heated it. Record its state of matter, its temperature, and its 
weight in the table.

4. Repeat steps 1–3 for the paraffin wax cube.

Solids and Liquids (Lesson 7)
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Solids and Liquids

Solids at Room Temperature

Data:

Glycerin Soap Cube State of Matter Temperature of 
Material 

(compared to room 
temperature)

Weight of  
Material

Observe the  
material as soon  
as you get it.

Predict how you 
think the material 
will change.

Observe the  
material in its  
new state.

Paraffin Wax Cube State of Matter Temperature of 
Material 

(compared to room 
temperature)

Weight of  
Material

Observe the  
material as soon  
as you get it.

Predict how you 
think the material 
will change.

Observe the  
material in its  
new state.

Solids and Liquids (Lesson 7)
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Solids and Liquids

Think About It:
1. What turned a room temperature liquid into a solid?

2. What turned a frozen solid into a liquid?

3. What turned a room temperature solid into a liquid?

4. What turned a hot liquid into a solid?

Conclusion:
What causes solids and liquids to change from one state into the other?

Solids and Liquids (Lesson 7)
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Evaporation

Setup Day

Investigative Question: What causes water to evaporate?

Procedure:
1. Draw or describe the type of container you are going to pour the water into.

2. Measure 100 ml of water in the graduated cylinder and carefully pour it into the container.

3. Find a spot to place the container where it will be undisturbed for the next couple of days. 
Draw or describe where you placed the container.

Prediction:
Look at the other groups’ containers.

1. Which one do you think will lose the most amount of water?  
What does the container look like? Where is it located?

2. Which one do you think will lose the least amount of water?  
What does the container look like? Where is it located?

Evaporation (Lesson 8)
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Evaporation

Data Collection Day

Investigative Question: What causes 
water to evaporate?

Procedure:
1. Get your group’s container of water.

2. Hold the spout of the funnel over  
the top of the graduated cylinder, and 
have another person carefully pour 
the water from the container into the 
graduated cylinder.

Observations:
1. How much water was left in the 

container?
    ml

2. How much water evaporated?  
(Hint: Subtract the amount of water 
left from the 100 ml of water you 
started with.)

   ml

3. How close were your predictions about which container would evaporate the most water?

4. Describe any conditions you think might have affected how the water in your container 
evaporated.

Evaporation (Lesson 8)
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Evaporation Data

from the class

Group Container  
Description

Location of  
Container

Amount of  Water 
Evaporated (ml)

Evaporation (Lesson 8)
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Condensation

Investigative Question: What causes condensation to form on containers?

Procedure and Observations:
1. What is on the outside of the room temperature container? Describe what you see.

2. What is on the outside of the cold container? Describe what you see.

3. Use a tissue to wipe the outside of the cold container. What is on it, and where do you think 
it came from?

4. Use a tissue to wipe the outside of the cold container holding colored water. What is on it, 
and where do you think it came from?

Condensation (Lesson 9)
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Condensation

Conclusion:
Think about where the water came from, and why.

What causes condensation to form?

Condensation (Lesson 9)
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Evaporation Experiment

Designing a Fair Test

Before you start your investigation, figure out what you are trying to find out and how you will 
go about it.

Investigative Question:
Think about the variable you would like to test and complete this investigative question with the 
name of the variable.

Does  affect evaporation?

Variables:
What is the one variable you will change? (Remember, in order to make the test fair, only change 
one variable and keep all other things about the investigation exactly the same.)

List all the variables you will keep the same in each sample in the experiment.

What are you going to measure in your investigation?

How will you measure this?

Evaporation Experiment (Lesson 10)
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Evaporation Experiment

Designing a Fair Test

Materials:
What things do you need to do the experiment?

Evaporation Experiment (Lesson 10)
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Evaporation Experiment

Designing a Fair Test

Procedure:
List the steps you will follow to do your experiment.

Evaporation Experiment (Lesson 10)
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Evaporation Experiment

Prediction and Results

Prediction:
Based on what you already know, what do you think will happen? (One way to get started is to 
write: “I think  because .”)

While you are conducting your investigation, take notes. What was the starting data? What hap-
pened while the investigation was under way? What was the ending data?

Data:
Record observations and other data on this page and on the next page. (A table is one good way 
to record data. You can also draw pictures, or make graphs.)

Evaporation Experiment (Lessons 10 and 11)
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Evaporation Experiment

Results

Data (continued):

Evaporation Experiment (Lesson 11)
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Evaporation Experiment

Conclusion

Conclusion:
What can you conclude about how the variable you tested affected evaporation? (Think about 
whether all your samples had the same amount of water evaporate.)

Evaporation Experiment (Lesson 11)
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Describing and Mixing Solids

Procedure:
1. Draw one of the pieces from each sample to record its size and shape.

2. Write down other properties of the sample that you notice.

3. Weigh each sample. (Weight is a property, too.)

• Pour a sample out of its bowl and into the container on the scale.
• Write down the weight on the next page. Remember to note the unit of measure for 

weight (g).
• Pour the sample back into its bowl.
• Weigh the next sample the same way.

4. Add up the weights of the three samples.

5. Predict how much a mixture of the three samples will weigh.

6. Mix the three samples in one bowl. Then weigh the mixture.

• Pour the mixture out of the bowl into the container on the scale.
• Write down the weight.
• Pour the mixture back into the bowl.

Describing and Mixing Solids (Lesson 12)
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Describing and Mixing Solids

Data:

TYPES OF  
SOLIDS

Size and shape of  
each kind of piece  

(draw one piece in life-size)

Other properties  
(describe volume of the sample, color, 
hardness, density, or other properties)

Weight of  
sample

Steel nuggets

Unpopped  
popcorn kernels

Popped popcorn

TOTAL (add up the three weights)

Prediction:
When you mix the three kinds of solids together, what do you think the weight of the  
mixture will be?  
  g

Why do you think so? 

Results:
Weight of the mixture:  g

Does the mixture of the three solids weigh the same as the total in your table? 

Conclusion:
Explain your results. Why was the weight of the mixture the same as or different from the total  
in your table?

Describing and Mixing Solids (Lesson 12)
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Separating a Mixture of Solids

1. Separate one or more ingredient from the mixture. Write down how you did it.
2. Write down the properties of the solids which helped you separate them.
3. Mix the solids again, and try a new method to separate them.

 

Describe how you separated 
one or more ingredient from 

the mixture: 

What properties of each  
solid allowed you to use  

this method?

Method 1  
(example) 

Picked up popped popcorn with 
fingers and removed all of it 
from the mixture. 

Used size, shape, and color to 
identify the popped popcorn. 

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

Separating a Mixture of Solids (Lesson 12)
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Separating a Mixture of Solids

My thoughts and questions about mixtures and ways to separate them:

Separating a Mixture of Solids (Lesson 12)
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Mixing Salt in Water

Investigative Question: What happens to salt when you mix it in water?

Materials:
• Salt in a plastic cup
• Magnifying lens
• 150 ml water in a plastic cup
• Spoon
• Stirrer (spoon or stirring stick)
• Scale

Procedure and Observations:
1. Look at the salt with a magnifier and describe it here.

2. Record data before mixing the salt and water. Remember to note the unit of measure for 
weight (g).

• Weigh the cup of water on the scale, and record the weight on the data table.
• Weigh the cup of salt on the scale, and record the weight on the data table.
• Add up the weights of the cup of water and the cup of salt.

Weight of water and its cup

a

Weight of salt and its cup

b

Total weight of the two cups 
and their contents 

a + b

Mixing Salt in Water  (Lesson 13)
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Mixing Salt in Water

Procedure and Observations (continued):
3. Make a mixture:

• Use the spoon to drop a little salt into the water.
• Use a different spoon or stirring stick to mix the salt in the water. Stir until it dissolves 

(until you can’t see the salt crystals).
• Continue to add small amounts of salt to the solution, and stir the mixture each time.
• When some salt crystals are left at the bottom of the cup, even after it has been 

stirred and stirred, stop adding salt.
• Look at the mixture with a magnifier and describe it here.

4. Record data after mixing the salt and water.

• Weigh the cup of salt and water, and weigh the cup of salt again. Record their 
weights.

• Add up the weights of the two cups.

Weight of water and its cup 
after salt has been added 

c

Weight of leftover salt  
and its cup 

d

Total weight of the two cups 
and their contents 

c + d

Mixing Salt in Water  (Lesson 13)
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Mixing Salt in Water

Results:
1. After you moved some salt from the salt cup to the water, the cup of salt:

 stayed the same weight got heavier got lighter

2. After you added the salt to the water, the cup of water:

 stayed the same weight got heavier got lighter

3. The total weight of the two cups and their contents:

 stayed the same weight got heavier got lighter

4. Why?

Mixing Salt in Water  (Lesson 13)
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Mixing Salt in Water

Conclusion:
What did you notice about mixing salt and water? What did you learn?

Try This:
Look at the salt and water solution after 24 hours. Has it changed? If so, how?

Notes and New Questions:

Mixing Salt in Water  (Lesson 13)
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Separating a Salt and Water Solution

Investigative Question: Where is the salt that was mixed in the water?

Materials:
• Solution of salt and water
• Teaspoon
• Tart pan
• Circle of black paper that fits bottom of tart pan
• Cup warmer
• Magnifying lens

Procedure:
1. Turn on the cup warmer.

2. Place the circle of black paper in the tart pan, and place the tart pan on the cup warmer.

3. Measure about a teaspoon of solution. Drop it onto the black paper in the tart pan.

4. Allow the water in the solution to evaporate until the black paper is completely dry.

Prediction:
What do you think will happen when you evaporate the water out of the solution? Why do you 
think so?

Separating a Salt and Water Solution (Lesson 13)
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Separating a Salt and Water Solution

Observations:
Describe or draw what happened when the water evaporated out of the solution.

Conclusion:
Can you answer the investigative question? Was your prediction correct? What did you learn?

Notes and New Questions:

Separating a Salt and Water Solution (Lesson 13)
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Whatzit?!

Investigative Question: Does Whatzit have the properties of a solid or a liquid?

Circle whether you predict it will act like a 
solid or a liquid when you do the procedure.

Circle whether it did act like a solid or a  
liquid, based on the procedure. 

Procedure Prediction Observations Results

“Quick Jab” 

Quickly jab your finger into 
the Whatzit. Try to touch the 
bottom of the bowl in one 
second.

solid 

liquid 

solid 

liquid 

“Slow Poke” 

Slowly push your finger  
into the Whatzit. Try to take 
10 seconds to touch the  
bottom of the bowl.

solid 

liquid 

solid 

liquid 

Whatzit?! (Lesson 14)
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Whatzit?!

My Experiments

My Procedure Observations Results

solid 

liquid 

solid 

liquid 

Whatzit?! (Lesson 14)
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Whatzit?!

My Experiments

My Procedure Observations Results

solid 

liquid 

solid 

liquid 

Whatzit?! (Lesson 14)
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Whatzit?!

Class Data

Whatzit?! (Lesson 14)
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Whatzit?!

Conclusion:
What can you conclude about whether Whatzit is a solid or a liquid?

Whatzit?! (Lesson 14)
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Chemical Changes

Baking Soda and Vinegar

Investigative Question: What happens when you mix baking soda and vinegar?

Materials:
• Graduated cylinder filled with 60 ml of vinegar
• Resealable plastic bag filled with 5 ml of baking soda
• Safety goggles
• Gloves

Procedure:
1. Put on the goggles and gloves.
2. Describe the vinegar and baking soda. What states of matter are they?

3. Pour the vinegar into the bag of baking soda. Close the bag as quickly as you can.

Observations:
What happens? What do you see, feel, and hear?

Conclusion:
Was a new material created after you mixed baking soda and vinegar?

If so, what state of matter is it?

Chemical Changes (Lesson 15)
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Glossary

accurate Differing only very slightly from the correct value.

air A mixture of gases that surround the earth.

approximation Not exact. A guess based on actual measurements or counting.

beaker  A wide cylindrical container marked with measurement lines. Used to 
measure volume.

capacity The amount a scale or container can hold.

chemical change  A change to materials that results in forming a new material with new 
properties.

compress  To press on something until it takes up less space. Gases can be com-
pressed a lot; solids and liquids can be compressed very little.

conclusion  What you have discovered based on observations or other data. You 
should be able to support your conclusion with evidence.

condensation The change of a gas into a liquid when the gas is cooled.

data  A record of what happened during an investigation. Information gath-
ered by counting, measuring, or other types of observation.

density How heavy something is for its size.

describe To use words to tell about something, such as an observation.

displacement The volume of water pushed out of the way by an object in the water.

dissolve  To mix one material, such as a solid, with another material, such as a 
liquid, until they create a solution.

estimate  A guess based on clues, such as appearance, size, number, or personal 
experience.

evaporation The process of a liquid changing into an invisible gas.

Glossary
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evidence Facts or observations to support an explanation.

expand  To become larger, or take up a larger space. Gases expand if put in a 
larger container.

experiment  A well organized activity designed to test whether your ideas are cor-
rect. A type of investigation.

fair test  An experiment that compares something by changing one variable 
while keeping all other variables the same.

freeze  To change from a liquid to a solid by cooling.

gas  A state of matter that does not have a definite shape or take up a defi-
nite amount of space. A gas can expand to fill any available space in a 
container.

graduated cylinder  A long, narrow cylindrical container marked with measurement lines. 
Used to measure volume.

increment Measurement marks. The smallest division on a measuring tool.

investigation Something you do to explore a question.

investigative question  The question you are trying to answer or explore.

liquid  A state of matter that does not have a definite shape but takes up a 
definite amount of space. A liquid fills the bottom of its container when 
at rest, and flows freely when poured.

magnetism A property that allows some objects to be attracted by a magnet.

material The substance that something is made of.

matter  Anything that takes up space and has mass (which we usually measure 
by weight). Something that can be held in a container and released in 
another place.

melt To change from a solid to a liquid by heating.

meniscus The curved surface of a liquid in a container.

mixture A combination of two or more materials.

Glossary
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observation  A careful description that is based on what you have observed. Can 
include measurements.

observe To pay close attention to something and notice many details about it.

physical change  A change to the size, shape, or state of a material, through which the 
material remains the same kind of matter.

powder A solid material in the form of tiny, loose particles.

prediction  A guess about what you think might happen during an experiment or 
investigation, based on what you already know.

procedure A sequence of steps that describes how to perform a specific task.

property  A characteristic that helps to describe or identify an object, a material, 
or a state of matter. For example, a property of a liquid is that it can 
pour; a property of iron is that a magnet attracts it.

recycle To reuse materials from trash or garbage.

results Data from the experiment organized so that it is easier to interpret.

scale A tool used to measure weight.

separate To remove something from a mixture.

solid  A state of matter that has a definite shape and takes up a definite 
amount of space. A solid keeps it shape when at rest, whether or not it 
is in a container.

solution  A mixture in which one material, such as a solid, combines with another 
material, such as a liquid, so that you can’t tell one material from the 
other.

sort To separate objects into groups with similar properties.

state  A form, stage, or condition of something that can change. Solid, liquid, 
and gas are states of matter.

surface area The part of a liquid that is exposed to the air.

Glossary
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valid  Based on logical reasoning. Makes sense based on information  
available.

variable Any factor in an experiment that can be changed.

volume The amount of space something occupies. A property of all matter.

water vapor The state of water when it is an invisible gas.

weight  The measure of how heavy something is. Often used as a measure of 
mass.

Glossary
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